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'Take Back the Night' Inakes
strong coineback to cantpus
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
Senior News Editor

·This week of April 22-25 welcomes the return of Take Back the
Night, an international event designed to inspire action to end violence against women and children
while celebrating all people -.
men and women
- who have survived sexual
and domestic attacks.
"I think this
year is special
and unique because students
on campus are
finally talking
about violence
againstwomen,"
said senior Alley Clary, a student
coordinator. "In recent weeks, students have finally stood up to tell
their stories about sexual assault on
this campus."
Last year, students introduced
Take Back the Night to the Xavier
community with overwhelming
success. Over 150 students attended the annual march downtown.
The week began yesterday with

a "swear off makeup day" to cel- will be a candlelight vigil in honor handle sexual assault and this time chure available from Campus Poebrate natural beauty. At 8 p.m., stu- of those whose voices were not - right now - is ripe for change," lice reported no rapes and only
three non-forcible sex offenses
dents met at the Gallagher Student heard. Students are invited to an Clary continued.
Center atrium and were invited to open discussion for reflections at
She explained that Take Back committed on campus for the past
three years, though
"take back the mic." · On the resi- the Villa after the bus ride back to the Night
numerous students
dential mall, luminaries in memory campus.
is
only
- including Corzine
and support of victims of violence
The week ends on Friday with a part of an
. - claim that the brogreeted students as they exited the benefit concert at 8 p.m. in Ryan's · ongoing
chure is inaccurate
gathering.
Pub featuring bands Del Cielo and battle to
and challenge this
Today
at Crazy Ivan. The $3 admission fee r a i s e
7:30, there will is a donation that will go with all awareness
statistic.
Resident Assis•
be a "sex on other money collected to Women about viocampus" discus- Helping Women, a local agency lence and
tants on campus were
hesitant to speak
sion
outside that provides services to victims of to change
Kelley Audito- violence.
about the assaults beXavier to
rium. According
cause of the strict
The Clothesline Project will be more
to Clary, there take place all week, allowing stu- versed on
confidentiality with
- Senior Alley Clarey regards to the victim.
will be different dents to see t-shirts that have come sexual asOne did comment,
speakers aimed. from survivors of sexual assault and s a u I t
"Any individual who
towards both other violence. The six different whiiehavbelieves that sexual
sexes, followed colors of clothing all correspond ing vicby ajointconver- to a specific type of attack. ··Aiso, tim-friendly policies in place. attacks don't happen at Xavier is
sation.
students can make ,t-shirts on the Some XU students still do not severely mistaken."
As evidenced by the many deFood and t-shirts will be passed · greenspace outside Kuhlman and know where to go if an assault ocpartments and organizations that
out before buses leaye for the march Husman early Friday afternoon that curs.
downtown from Buenger circle on may be hung up in future clothes"In the long run, we want a wel- are supporting are co-sponsoring
Thursday evening. The layout and line displays.
coming and safe environment for the event this year, Take Back the
setup of the event are very similar · "It's not just for survivors, but women on campus," said junior Night is a growing and powerful
to last year. The amassed congrega- rather for anyone who wants t.o Amanda Corzine, co-chair. voice on campus. Their week to
tion will go from the Bicentennial make a message or statement," said "Xavier's doing all it needs to do shine should be a successful finish
Commons across the Ohio River to Clary.
to continue on par with the nation, to a semester fighting for women's
"I think the administration and but we need more support groups rights and safety.
the Peace Bell in Covington where
Those who have questions or
there will be a "speak out" and mu- faculty are realizing that we don't and advocates that can go with
wish to get involved may contact
sical performances.
have a campus atmosphere .that them to the hospital."
The walk back across the bridge shows students the resources to
A recent crime statistics bro- Clary at x5962.

'1t's not just for
survivors, but rather
for anyone who
wants to make a
message or
statement. "

The walk back
across the bridge will
be a candlelight vigil
in honor ofthose
whose voices were not
heard.

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

April 23, 7:30pm:
Sex on Campus
A discussion on healthy
relationships - ou~side Kelley
Auditoriuni

April 24, 7:30pm:
We take back the night!
Buenger circle at 4: 30 p.m.
·Freet-shirts and food! Reflection
following the march in the Honors
Villa

April 25, 8 p.m.:
Benefit Concert
. At Ryan's Pub with
numerous bands, proceeds
go to Women Helping
Women, a local agency for
victims· of domestic
violence and rape
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Styuka bombards campus
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO

Senior News Editor

Take Back the
Night events
This week on campus is the
annual Take Back the Night week.
Today at 7:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium is the discussion "Sex on
Campus." Thursday, April 24, is
the march downtown. Buses will
meet in Buenger circle at 4 :30 p.m.
Free t-shirts and food will be
passed out at this time. A discussion will be held in the Honors
Villa following the march. Friday,
April 25, at 8 p.m., a benefit concert will be held in Ryan's Pub.
All proceeds go to Women Helping Women, a local agency for
victims of rape and domestic violence.
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As April plows along and finals
loom on the horizon, there may be
an answer for boredom and senioritis
- Styuka.
. Styuka 2003 is this Saturday,
April 26, beginning at noon with
events and activities until the late
evening. From the start to 6 p.m.,
the smorgasbord of happenings will
take place in front of the Cintas Center on Herald Avenue. Both admission and parking are free.
The day will be packed with carnival games, food, prizes, balloon
animals, magicians, jugglers and a
trio of musical acts including Oval
Opus, Kubatah, Crazy Ivan and
Oatmeal.
"This year at Styuka there are 25
clubs and organizations - more
than in the past," said junior Brigid

Molloy, event coordinator from the
Office of Student Life. "Clubs get
to sponsor booths like a dunk tank,
giant slide or cotton candy."
·
One of the more intriguing contests is a chance to arm wrestle your
professor in the hopes of receiving

ing a trio of comedians to entertain
in the Cintas Center Saturday
evening from 8-11 p.m.
Performing· will be comedians
Buzz Sutherland, Kivi Rogers i:tnd
Elvira Kurt, allup-and-coming performers. Three dollar tickets will be

A chance to arm wrestle your professor. ..
a winning ticket if you prove your
strength. Most games cost a token,
which can be purchased for 50
cents. If you win at game booths,
you can take your combined tickets to the prize stash and exchange
them. There will also be food and
beer available for added enjoyment.
Following the maelstrom ofcarnival madness outside, the Student
Activities Council (SAC) is bring-

sold April 23-25 from 1-3 p.m. in the
GSC and the Cintas Center, and from
5-7 p.m. in the cafe. Tickets will
also be sold at Styuka during the day.
''All three of the comedians are
well-known around the stand-up
scene as being consistently hilarious," said sophomore Meagan
Quick~ special events chair of SAC.
"We had such a great turnout last
year with Da~e Chapelle. Our hopes

are to get just as many, if not more
students this year."
All revenue made from the
event will benefit Happen, Inc.
Molloy praised the organization:
"I think the best. thing about
Styuka this year is that the money
is going to Happen, Inc., which
gives to other charities. It gives
back to Project Connect as well
as different programs for struggling families and impoverished
kids."
Last year, $12,000 was raised
for the charity RESTOC.
More than a dozen campus
clubs/organizations and outside
vendors have co-sponsored
Styuka 2003. For more information, contact Molloy at 745-4887,
or styuka2003@hotmail.com.

ROTC goes to Washington
Vigil for peace

BY AMY BERTKE

Contributing Writer
Silent vigils are being· held on
Mondays, Wednesdays and F~i
On March 21-23, the Xavier
days from 12:20 to 12:30 p.m. and ROTC Pershing Rifle Fraternity took
Tuesdays and Thursdays from its first trip to Washington, D.C.
12:45 to 1 p.m. for peaceful solu- They were able to see many of the
tions toward the conflict with Iraq. expected tourist sites, and had some
Due to the continuing nature of new experiences as well.
this event, an updated schedule
The Pershing Rifle's Battery
will be published weekly. For · Commander, senior Matt Raymond,
more information, contact the said, "I felt the trip to the nation's
Peace and Justice programs at capital would be a wonderful expe745-3046.
rience for the fraternity. We had the
opportunity to visit many national
landmarks and monuments, as well
as get to know our new members better." It did just that, especially with
the reality of war on everyone's
minds.
On Saturday, the cadets headed
out early in the morning to tour all
the major sights of the Washington
Mall area. They saw many tourist
The Epilepsy Foundation of attractions like the Washington
Greater Cincinnati is hosting its Monument, the Vietnam Memorial,
13th annual Mud Volleyball Tour- and the Lincoln Monument. They
nament on June 21 at East Fork also went to many of the museums
State Park. Teams ofup to 10 play- including the Museum of Natural
ers are eligible to compete for History, the Holocaust Museum, the
prizes. For more information and National Art Gallery, the Air and
registration, call 721-2905 or
email ecgc@fuse.net. Be sure to
include your name, mailing address and phone number. ·

Mud Volleyball
Tournament

Upcoming Players
performance
Xavier Players will be presenting "Colorado Catechism" April
25 through 27 at 8 p.m. in the Studio Theatre in the Gallagher Student Center. Tickets are $5 for
general admission and $3 for students. For more information contact Stephen Spikes at 321-4817.

Space Museum and the Spy Museum. The Museum of Natural History had an exhibit commemorating Sept. 11, with a section upstairs
of John J. Pershing, from whom the
fraternity draws its name.
Sunday was
the highlight of
the trip because
the fraternity
was able to experience all areas
of Arlington National . Cemetery, including
the changing of
the
guards.
Then they were ·
brought into the
private room for
the guards of the
Tomb. Here they
were given a lesson in the Tomb
of the Unknown Soldier, the history
of the Old Guard, and the training
that goes into becoming a Guard
Soldier. The new experience was
invaluable. Following the lesson,
the fraternity walked around the
cemetery which affected them emo-

tionally. Senior Jonathon Heist
stated, "The hundreds of thousands
of white tombstones showed me
both the beauty of freedom and its
cost." Finally, after all the beauty
on the cemetery itself the group got
a special pass
to see the Caissons. These
are the two
teams of black
and
grey
horses that
pull the special VIP caskets. It is very
rare to get a
pass to this
area and the
cadets enjoyed it thor- Joe Malone
oughly.
Senior
Overall,
the trip was a
valuable lesson for members of the
Pershing Rifle fraternity, not only in
history, but militarily. They were
able to experience a trip that helped
them reflect on serving one's coun-·
try and how life has changed after
the effects of Sept. 11.

I realized why I chose
the path in life that I
chose. I will be
extremelyproud to serve
in the army and take
part in further shaping
ofAmerica.

Police Notes
. April 12, 11:10 p.m. - Campus Police and Cincinnati Fire responded to a fire alarm in Buenger
Hall. A pull-down station had been
activated and was later reset.

April 16, 1:45 p.m. -Two nonstudents were questioned and escorted from campus after they were
observed soliciting credit cards at
the cafeteria without permission.

April 11, 2:33 a.m. - An 18April 4, 10:40 a.m. - A resiyear-old UC student was cited for dent student reported receiving
public indecency, underage con- threatening and harassing phone
sumption of alcohol and possession · calls made to his room the previ.
·.
of a fictitious ID after being ob- ous night.
served urinating on an outside wall
atWVXU.

April 19, 9 p.m. - An RA in
Kuhlman Hall reported the theft of a
fire extinguisher on the second floor.

April 15, 10:45 a.m, -A com.muter student reported aMid-East. em photo display being ripped off
the wall on the first floor of Alter
Hall.

April 21, 12:15 p.m. -A Village
resident reported the theft of several
items from her apartment over the
break.
'

April 10, 11:40 a.m. -Three
non-students were questioned and
escorted off campus after receiving
numerous complaints that they
were frying to sell paintings on
campus.

April 12 1:58 a.m. - Campus
·. Police assisted Residence Life with
two intoxicat~d students in
Husman Hall. The students were advised to remain in their room for .
the. rest of the· night.

Senior Joe Malone stated, "I realized why I chose the path in life
that I chose. I will be extremely
proud to serve in the army and take
part in further shaping of
America."
Many cadets felt their love for
the country deepen as they experienced the capital and its rich history. Junior Leah Mock said this
Washington, D.C., trip was "the
highlight of this year's fraternity
events. The combination of bei~g in an exciting place with good
friends was awesome!"
'
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Taste of Evanston brings
co0101unities together
room to the community," she said. original students who designed the ,gether, they revamped· the event will pave the way for future
It took some time before her re" plan have remained involved even Evanston newsletter, developed a ones.
Contributing Writer ·
"I think it's great, I think it's wonquest was met. It was a PR class though their class was over.
· new logo for the city, and started
derful, a good time to come out with
A mutual effort between the from last semester that finally · '"We took the objectives th~t Sharon work on a prototype Web site.
They advertised the event with good people and enjoy good food,"
Evanston Community Council fqund a way to mutually meet wanted, and we applied a strategic
approach to determine the tactics · a promotional'article in their fresh she said. " And it turned out. to be a
and Xavier PR students came to their goals.
"The class came about as part necessary," she said. "The same · newsletter. They also posted no- nice day. Hopefully, this is our first
fi:uition on April 11 when their .
annual and we'll have many more."
first "Taste of Evanston," held of an effort at Xavier. for teachers people that conceived the plan took tices at local churches.
In fact, the Evanston Community
the Evanston Recreation Cen- to develop courses that
"The primary purpose is to
get folks of the community Council is throwing another event in
ter, got community neighbors to get students inv:olved · in
the community," said Tom
become community partners.
outto meet their neighbors. A the near future. On Saturday, May
To raise money for commu-. · Schick, professor of comsecondary rf'.ason is to bring 10, they will have "All~ You-Can-Eiit
Mother's Day Breakfast" from 9:30
nity activities, community mem- munication arts. "This is
in money," Schick said.
bers were invited to meet their a program the university
The money raised will help a.m. to 1 p.m. Once again, the event
neighbors while sampling food · sponsors called service
Evanston produce more will be held at the Rec Center and all
learning, to see how it
cooked by Xavier PR students.
events for their community. proceeds will go towards the teen
"I'm excited because Xavier's works in the real world
For instance, a group of. council.
.been aparfof our community for and with th.e community
Evanston teenagers sold re-Sharon Muyaya
a long time, and now we're life- we're a part of."
freshments
at .the ·event to
Evanston Community
It was the students
long partners. What it said to the.
sponsor
a
trip
to Cedar Point
Council President
community is
need to get out, from last fall's PR managethis summer.
get more involved," said Sharon ment senior seminar who
The event seemed to please
Muyaya, president of the designed a plan to meet this class to make sure it was imple- community members who attended.
Evanston Community Council.
Muyaya's request. The students mented properly."
dne woman, Thelma Johnson, does
The PR students involved include not live in· Evanston, but came to
Muyaya approached the uni- from this semester's PR practice
versity two years ago in an at- in society course are implement- seniors Keyanna Charlton,· Ginny see what the event would be like.
Crotte, Ruth Effler, Lynn Haneberg,
tempt to bring the Evanston ing the plan.
"I thmk it's good for the commucommunity in contact with
. "I came down and told the Christy Harp, Beth Herr, Putnam, nity to get together and socialize Xavier students, since the two class what I was looking for, Chuck Sambuchino, Emily Wack, Jim and make inoney at the same time. I
about the history· of Evanston, Whelan, and juniors Ryan Bishop and don't live here; I heard about this
are neighbors.
"I approached Xavier when and what we're doing here. And Patty Green:
.
·and came to check this out," she
To make the event'successful,tlie said.
Father Graham first came aboard. through that history, we came up
He listened to our request for with a plan," Muyaya said. ·
PR students ·helped the Evanston
Bonnie Levingston, assistant diXavier to be more of a partner,
Senior Jen Putnam, who took Community Council develop ways to . rector of the EvanstonCommunity
so Xavier extended their class- last fall's senior seminar, says the spread word and gamer interest. To- .Council, hopes the success of this
. BY COLIN MCDERMOTT

in

''Im exCited because Xavier's
been apart ofour communiry
for a long time, and now we're
lifelong partners. "
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.Grademailer
Update from.
the Office of the
ReW.strar .· - ·
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.
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Please be advised.thatthe Office of the Registrar has instituted a. new p;rogram to reduce the production of unwanted
grademailers. Startingi11 Spring 2003, grct.demailers will only be produced upon request. Gradeinailers are a traditional grade
the u:s. Postal
Service,
not the Official reco.rd of the
student's
academic performance.
notification method
using
...
.
..
.
.
.

.

'

.

.

.

.'

.

Grades are currently available to students:
via Student Online Services (SOS)
by using their All Ca.rd in the Office of the Registrar
. by written request.for an unofficial transcript or· grade report to the
registrar's office
·
. · ·
by purchasing an official transcript
.

.

As part of this effort to use resources· efficiently,· a ~urvey of other i1:1stitUtions found that this program could successfully .

·realize great savings with little impact on stu9,ents. Inquiries ·to siX of the major employers of XaVier stude11-ts (General·.
Electric,.Proctor & Gamble, Fidelity, fifth Third Bank, USBank and Toyota)showed that all would accept the SOS grade ·
printout as acceptable proof for reimbursement.purposes.
If atraditional gra.demailer i~ still needed, studertts may requ~'st one by visiting the sos ~'View grades~· function andcomplete
the on line·req~est form. A request form is also available mi the registrar Web site to be.completed and fa.xed to th~ registrar
(5i3 74s:-2969), orthe form can be completed in person in the registrar's office.
.
.
For information, please visit wWw.xti.edu/registrar~
'

~

.

.

'
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GOngratUlatiohs to· the ··.Relay for 'Life .coorclidators!
·..The . ftrst timethis. event was. held .at.Xavier, \IV:a.s a
hug.e sUeces& aria. r~ised qyer $~7:,~Cl:er
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Day I Time

Event

Location

Sponsor

Contact Information

"What's On Tap" fricludes events alld rr1eetings fOr sttidents from the Unlversity Calendar (www.xavier.edu/calendar], compiled·bythe Office of Stu.dent Life. Events and
meetings can be submitted and updated via the Web site. Contact C~rol Boschert at 745.-3202 with questions about submitting student events to the calendar and
··
the compilatic;m of this Ii.st.
. ···
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Iraq's·. reconstruction begins
ficer attached to an Army unit.
"Everyone who has coine has
..
beeri moved," he said.
Knight Ridder Newspapers
Though .the illnesses range
IRAQ- The shiftfromwar fight~ · frbm moderate to life threatening,
ing to reconstructiqn and humani- even the slightest illjories can betarian relief work began in earnest come serious· without the proper
Thursday as soldiers from the U.S. treatment. When they first visited
Army, Air Force and Marines, as well the hospital; U.S. servicemen
as British Army Engineers, brought found gangrene wounds and intruckloads of food and. water to a fected compound fractures and
pediatric and maternity hospital in burns .
. Nasiriyah.
In.one case, there was a patient
A convoy of more than 60 sol- with a bullet in his head whose
diers in a dozen
only treatment
vehicles deiivconsisted of a
ered an estibandage.
"~he
mated 10,000
·Boland said.
bottles of water
when the ban~
and more than
dage was re1,200 Army
.moved, liquid
and humanioozed out of
tarian rations,
the wound and.
enough to last
his brain was
a month, said
visible. He was
Spc.' . Roger.
immediately
Seward of the
sent to the 86th
402nd Civil
-Lt. Col. Christopher hospital.
Affairs BattalExacerbatHolshek
ion.
ing the condiThe food
tion of the paand water donation was a joint ven- tients is their polluted drinking
ture of the Marines who occupy water. Since the war, the regular
Nasiriyah, ·the 86th Combat Surgi- water supply for Nasiriyah has not
cal H.ospital, the 402nd CivilAffairs been functioning. The impure
Battalion and the British 309th En- water ieads to gastrointestinal.
gineer Regiinent, all stationed at tJroblems that further debilitate
LSAAdder.
the patients. The water the paThe conditi.on of the Iraqi hospi_. ti~nts drink is "brownish," Boland
t~I first.cawe tQ the attent~pn. of the
said.
Army
April.7 wh.en·c.oI. Harry
"The most important thing is
Warren, the· commander of the 86th tb make sure that the mothers and
<:;om bat Surgical· Hospital; visited · kids have cfoan water,". Boland
it at the urging of the Marines and said.
was appalled by its condition.
This was confirmed by a hosHe spent four and a half hours pital pharmacist, Saad AlbadrL
performing impromptu triage and · "Many of the problems in the
trauma treatinent and imm.ediately hospital aie due to dirty water. All
ordered that six of. the most seri- . people.drink contaminated water,"
ously ill patients be treated at the Albadri said.
86th hospital, said Lt. Col. Jphn ·
Water-borne illness was a probBoland, a Marine public affairs of- lem in the past because Saddam
BY RONALD PAUL LARSON

"I love it.. Organizing this for kids The good news is the war ended
.and women is a bonus,'' Stephenson sooner than we planned for. The
said. "We're here to help. I have kids · bad news is the war ended sooner
of my own. If the roles were reversed, than we planned for."
It takes time to reconfigure the
I'd like my kids.to be looked after.
military
from military to humaniThey're going to grow up into
tarian
operations,
he continued.
adults; If they feel good about us, it
Holshek
said
that
fortunately
should start a good ball rolling;"
there
isn't
a
large-scale
humaniThe soldiers know their donation
tarian
problem
such
as
a
famine·.
is on!)'. a short-term solution
He
estimates
that
in
a
"couple
of
though.

. Husse~n's regime didn't care about
the people in the south and the water was .never adequately purified,
Albadri said.
"In Baghdad thewater is better,"
he said.
The situation is worse. now because no water is being p9mped at
all, and people drink it directly from
the Euphrates River or other polluted sites;

good news is the
war ended sooner than
u;e plannedfor. The had
·news is the war ended
sooner than we planned
,;
or..
fi

on

.

.

PHOTO COURTESY OF KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPER

A jubilant crowd waves American flags as they welcome home former POW's, Chief Warrant Officers
David Williams .and Ronald Young, Jr.., during welcome home ceremonies at Fort Hood Army Base
in Killeen, Texas. ·
·
·
Since the Army hospital and the ·
"The Army isn't really equipped
Civil Affairs unit couldn't turn the to sustain long-term humanitarian
water back on, they did what they · missions," said, Lt. Col. Christopher
could, providing soi;ne bottled wa- Holshek, the commander of the 402
ter and rations. A{ this _poiQt they · Civil Affairs Battalfon: They know
informed the British
of. the situa~ that it can only ·be done by non.
tion and agreed to donate some food goverqmental humanitarian organifrom their supplies.
zations.
"We are doing the best we can,
They gavefruit, milkshakes,
jelly and waffles, among other fc:iod but they are the ones with the expeitems, said Sgt Ben Stephenson, the rience," Holshek said. "We need to
master chef of the 34th Field Squad- get them here to do·what·they do
ron of the 309th Engineer Regi- best."
ment. The regiment, based in CamIn addition, Holshek said the
bridge, England, immediately of- Army was, "caught by surprise at
how quickly· the regime collapsed.
fered to help .
'.

weeks at the most" everything will
be "up and running."
In addition to the food and water delivery, two C-130 cargo
planes loaded with medi.cal supplies for the hospital will come in ·
fromAustrruia in the next few days,
Boland said.
Immediately before the Army
convoy left on its humanitarian
mission, Holshek gave his soldiers
a message.
"We've won the war, now we've
got to win the peace," he said.

soldiers in 'its national army by
. Hussein is alive.A top. U.S. Defense .
Warlords agree to
next summer. The ultimate goal is
.. Department official spo~e of an "all- · multiethnic n~timialanny
70;000.·
hands~on-deck''. campaign to find
. . . '.
· The conference was co-hosted
. Afghanistan's powerful regional
the o.usted president, involving the
· Soui'.ce: ON Wife
Compiled by: Renee Hutchison
CIA, special operations units and .commanders and, militia chiefs by the U:S.-led mil_itary coalition
agreed ·yesterday to work with the _in Afghanistan; which seeks to
conventional troops ..
U.S. Military Officials
.U.S. officials said the find does
. central gOvernmeritto rebuild a'na- . imp~ove security for Karzai's govcite possible chemical.
nQt confirm the prese~ce of che~iU.N. Inspectors to visit . tional army that is representative of ernment
·
cal weapons. Ma:ny chemi.cal
chemiealfacilities
. all ethrticities.
..
·
weaptmsfind .
weapons ingredients·also have·.
-·The so·or so warlords.and mili-"
· Huge arms stash found
u.s: military officials have said nonmilitary uses.
tia leaders met with Kabul's illtethat several days ago, U.S. forces
,
p.N. chemical weapons inspe,c- . rior, foreign-and defense ministers
.'R9manian troops last week.
·discovered.an unidentified material
FonnerPrimeMinister . tors are scheduled to.visit Pakistan .for a two"day conference. Among foond .the largest cache of weapthat could help prove the existence
. apprehended ·
. by the ·end ofthe month for an an- · the attenc,leeswere three key war- . onsto date in Afghanistan while'
of Iraqi weapons ofmass destruction,
mial inspection
the country's : lords: Herat governotlsinail Khari, · conducting searches outside the
Associated Press reports~ The mateFormer Iraqi Prime Minister .. chemic~! industr)' facilities, as re- Kandahar governor .GtilAgha and village of Hazarkhel, about 22.0
rial' was reportedly buried' iri the Muhammad. Ham~a al-Zup~ydi, quired under .th~. Chemical· Weap~ nc>rthern Tajik. ••. com·mander .. miles southwest of Kabul.
ground ai a site'the.U;S. fcirces were _one of the .Iraqi. leaders mo.s.t ,oils Conventfon, senior Pakistani Mohammad Atta~...~ statement is-·
. Two caves outside the village
, l~d to by ari Iraqi scieritislwho said , . \yanteci by the fJnited:States; was · offtci~Js .saicl today..
. . . .. sued by· the.Defense Ministry.-'--:- . were beingu!Sed to store 3,000 107.- ·
he :worked fo toppled'. President·. apprehended yesterday.in Ii:aq by.
Thefospectors are scheduled to. Whose . direcfor;
Marshal' . millimeter.rockets, reportedly a
Saddam Hil~sein's.chemfoal .weap- Free.Iraql'Forc'.es and. turned oyer· arrive in f~stan. next Tue~day and . Moha~~dQllSirri:Fahhn, has been. staple in the guerrilla war waged
onspi:ograrr{ . ,
. to !}le United States.- f\1-Zubaydi, .• to beg}~ thdr \vork .the next day, . accused. of_tryiri'gito 'packthe na-. against coalition troops by .al-.
The officials said'. the scientist · the highest-rarilcjng member of according. to :Pakistani officials, tional army: with Tajik.recruits --' : Qaeda fil!.d Talibanmiiitia, a8 well ·
told ..themth~ Iraqi government .Husseiri~-s goyernmerit to. be ar-· · ."Nothing is unusual'' abouLthe. said, "Soldiers ancl officers sho.uld as 150 mortar rounds, 30 anti-tank
blirned·a warehouse and destroyed ' .rested so far, is believed to have, ,visit, a senior Pakistani ·Foreign .. be recruited froni all ethniCities; rut mines and 1.25 inillion rounds of
cherµical weap9ns and ·biological . led the brutal·· suppr~ssion .~f. a . Ministry official said. "They come · . provinces and from all walks oflife. . ammunition;
waifare equipment before, the war.. Shiite, uprising iii 199 land aUeg- · · every year, and we will cooperate
ihat each 'uni tis representative
-·
·began. The sderitist also reportedly· edly spearheaded· a host of ·other with them,'' the official said.
of the· nation and>able to gain.· the
said that months before the war, he atrocities.· : ·
·
Once the inspectors. have com:. · · confidence and trust of ail people ·
I I
USA Today reports that U.S. plete.d their work In Pakistan, they ': of the nation.'-'· · · .
·
saw Iraqi officials buryin~ chemical
weaporis:precursors and othe.r sensi- - officials have said. they are oper- · a-e ecpeded to tra.tefto lrdia,·As~
Afghanistan hopes to. have a,
•.
tive material.
ating .on the assumption that sociatedPress reports,·.
"central core" of9,000 to 12,000
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EDITORIAL -

Summer school blues
· For students attending summer
school, money woes are just beginning as the closing weeks of the
spring semester draw near. We at the
Newswire expect students to be inside this summer calculating their
money deficits from their summer
school blues.
The first intercession is brand
new as the university offers a.16week course for two weeks, meeting every day for. a period of four
hours. This initiative is one of the
best in the area, however, the .costs
still set it in the clouds as students
struggle to raise the necessary funds
for classes, housing .and books.
'Tuition,per credit hour this summer is $395, a $10 increase since
last year. Even though that adds up
·to approximately $1,000 for a
three-hour course, it is actually a
deal compared to our fall and spring
semester costs. Fall and spring tuition averaged ~bout $18,000, not
including books, housing, .board
plans .or class fees for this school
year; Therefore, each credit hour
averaged between ·$988 - $1,482.
Even though these costs may seem
astonishing, they are true. The reason we overlook ·these costs is because of the possibility of obtaining scholarships and grants, which
are unavailable for summer stu.dents.
Summer students have two options when it comes to financial aid
- the Stafford Loan or individual
funds/finances.ff a student chooses
to use the Stafford Loan to pay for
their summer tuition, the loan. allotments for fall and spring semesters will be reduced, if not depleted
dependfog on loan amounts. Financial aid does not award scholarships
or grants for summer students because of the setup of the calendar
year. It lasts from summer to spring
semester before a new financial aid
year begins. This leaves most stu~

dents in a bind as· they struggle to
raise funds for tuition as well as
other expenses.
For sWdents who are not from.
.
the .Cincinnati region, on-campus
housing is one of the best options
due to its- convenience and availability. Yet,· the costs once again
become the deciding factor, as housing ranges from $95-$110 per week'.
This also cannot be covered with
scholarships or grants ~nd the en:
tire paymentfor summer hous~ng is
due at signing.
.
In addition, food options are limited as the Gallagher Student Center food court has limited operation
hours. The prices are not affordable
for college students on an every. day bas.is either.
So what is the alternative to
these extreme costs? While students
can always go home and take
courses that may transfer, students
can also utilize the consortium opportunity available through the
university. The consortiu~ is a collaborative effort of area universities
and colleges to offer courses which
can be easily ·transferred to a
student's currently enrolled university. Many of the area universities
are available for our use at ii cheaper
cost, while still obtaining the necessary credits for graduation.
The underlying problem is that
. Xavier offers this very reasonable
credit hour rate during the summer,
but few resources to make it affordable and worth its cost for all students. ·Because of the lack of resources; this summer rate appears
exclusive for non-traditional ·students who are· from the Cincinnati
region exclusively. For the other
students, more financial resources
must be offered as well as housing
and meal optfons. Despite the availability of courses and housing, without the money to afford these necessities, it goes to waste.
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Deserved apology,
I protest the insulting letter you work, he would have discovered
published from Mr. Scott LeCates · that the focus of the evening was
in your edition of April 2, 2003. He on St. Patrick and Ireland ... not
owes Fr. Michael J. Graham, S~J., the speaker. Speakers at this event
are often from Ireland or of Irish
Xavier's president, an apology!
As he "enjoyed" his protest out- descent. They share with the audiside ofMusic Hall on St. Patrick's ence their Irish roots and their reDay, I enjoyed the events that iook spect for the great saint and the
place inside.
beloved land to which he brought
The occasion was the annual ob- the Christian faith over 1,400 years
servance of St. Patrick's Day by ~e ago (Mr. Coughlin, this year's
Society of Friendly Sons of St. speaker, reflected on his·upbringPatrick in Cincinnati ("a local Irish ing in Cleveland, where his father
men's group" as described by Mr. worked two jobs, as a detective on
LeCates). Founded in 1868, this was the Cleveland police force and as
the Society's 135th annual celebra- a photographer, to make ends meet
tion honoring the great saint who for .his family of eight. That cerbrought the Christian faith to that tainly doesn't describe a "fat cat").
beautiful land, For-·- - - - - ·- - - - - - - The Irish and
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Joining Fr. Graham, a guest of one
of the members of the Society, were
over 600 others, including Valerie
Lemmie, the City Manager of Cin- ·
cinnati, members of the Roman
Catholic and Protestant clergy .in
Cincinnati, members of the Cincinnati City Council; members of the
local judiciary including Hon. William Mallory,. a retired judge and
distinguished African-American,
Mr. Edward Rigaud, chairman of the
Underground Railroad Museum,
and the list goes on. For Mr. LeCates
to describe this ·illustrious group as
"fat catS"is reprehensible. He knows
· not of what he speaks. ·
A good number of the attendees
were "older" Xavier graduates including the current president of the
Society, Mr. Neil O'Conner, Jr., a past
president,· Mr. Michael Conaton,
. '.Yho also serves as the current chairman of Xavier's board of trustees,
several other past presidents (all'
Xavier al1:1ms) and the writer of this .
letter. :In addition, Fr. Thomas
Kennealy, S.J., Assoc. Dean of the
College ofArts and Sciern;:es and the
College of Social Sciences at Xavier,
was the· honorary chaplain for the
evening and led the group in prayer.
Had Mr. LeCates done his home-

1t~tp~·-·.::~. ~~~.~
:"•;',,·::

-:--- Paul L. Lindsay, Jr.
Class of '56.
The Society of the Friendly
Sons of the St. Patrick in Cincinnati
First Vice President
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Terrorism not a joke
After reading the editorial written April 9 "When Bad Things Happen to Good People," I was so appalled and outraged that I felt obligated to communicate some facts
about the current st~te of our nati on.
My first response to the editorial: Why would the Newswire even
print this article? I find it utterly
disheartening and, frankly, disgusting that the staff would print such
an article, filled with anti-American
sentiment to the complete absence
of concrete fact.
When one watches the news and
sees the soldiers risking and sacrificing their lives to uphold American ideals and values, I don't think
anyone finds that funny. Unlike the
author, I and 80 percent of the population do not think terrorism is a
joke. Terro!ism, on the contrary, is
far from funny.
In fact, I remember 9111 vividly
and the hours I spent with my friend
as he waited for word that his
mother, employed at the Pentagon,
was alive or dead. Those moments
were anything but humorous. The
editorial offended and shocked me
with its blatant ignorance of the fact
that thousands of Americans fell
victim to terrorism on 9/11 and
thousands of soldiers are putting
their lives at risk as you debate "terrorism."
So, here is the truth about terrorism. It is the little Iraqi girl who
turned her back to Saddam during a
parade. When Saddam asked her
why she disrespected him, she told
him her father is in one of his torturous prisons and she wants him to
come home.
Hussein promi~ed to send him
home. The little girl's father came
home in pieces. An arm one day, a
leg the next, and finally the head.
Do you find that funny? Is that an
excuse as to why your homework is
late?
Unlike some, I and the overwhelming majority of Americans,
including our honorable president
and brave armed servicemen and
women, are willing to confront terrorism and its leaders before another
9/11 happens, and to curb the efforts of suicide bombers and those
with reckless, dangerous disregard
for human life. Terrorism isn't a
problem I want my children to deal

with. Fortunately, many Americans
and congressmen share my point
of view, which explains the war we
are currently fighting and winning.
The author wrote: "One of the
reasons we're at war with Iraq is because the Bush Administration attempted to 'link' Saddam Hussein
to Osama bin Laden and terrorist
activities - without any concrete
evidence."
Where is the author's evidence
that he is not? Saddam Hussein is
a terrorist, a thug, a murderer, a liar,
a cheat and a manipulator.

·dent is the commander in chief of
the armed forces. Support of the
troops starts with President Bush
and culminates with the soldiers.
Again, 80 percent of Americans,
including Democrats originally
opposed to the war, like Mary
Landrieu (D - LA), have suppressed
their opposition and backed the
president and the troops 100 percent. At the very least, those who
oppose should keep their misinformed opinions to themselves.
When we undertook the War on
Terror - a war with bipartisan support - Bush vowed to locate, contain and stop terrorist groups from
performing terrorist acts like 9/11
and the bombing of the USS Cole.
-a
He outlined that any nation, individual or group financially aiding
the terrorist groups will be ti:eated
as terrorists.
Finally, it was decided upon
that any nation harboring and supporting terrorist groups would be
treated as hostile terrorist culprits.
Saddam Hussein and the Baathist
party fit this description. Does
anyone doubt this fact?
Have we forgotten.the Gulf War
Kuwaitis and Iranians do not.
in 1991? Saddam invaded Kuwait.
The CIA operatives undoubtedly
His goal was to overpower a sover- have discovered facts associating
eign nation and call it his own.
Hussein to terrorist acts and groups,
Again, 80 percent of Americans are else we would not be in this war.
intelligent enough to realize he This war is not about oil- it's not
will try that again. Eighty percent about imperialism, it's about the
of Americans are enraged that safety of our homeland.
Hussein would blatantly ignore
On a final note, I believe the foland violate the Gulf War's Cease lowing situation best addresses our
FireAgre.ements and numerous UN interest in the Iraqi war:
resolutions over the past 12 years.
When in England at a fairly
Eighty percent of Americans con- large conference, Colin Powell was
nect the dots from the genocide asked by the Archbishop of CanHussein inflicts on his own people terbury if our plans for Iraq were
to other groups, and intelligently · just an example of empire buildforesee this madman stopping at ing by George Bush.
nothing to satisfy his hunger for
Powell replied, "Over the years,
power.
the United States has sent many of
The aforementioned is exactly its fine yo~ng men and women into
why we are at war - violations of great peril to fight for freedom becease fire agreements, human rights yond our borders. The only amount
and U.N. resolutions. Saddam is a of land we have ever asked for in
terrorist. "Look into the eyes of the return is enough to bury those that
jubilant, liberated Iraqis and try to did not return."
come to another conclusion.
It became very quiet in the
We are a nation at war, soldiers room. God bless our troops, God
are, as we speak, protecting our bless our president, and God bless
rights. Americans should try show- America!
ing a.little gratitude for the sacrifice and bravery of men and women
- Mary Kovaleski
who fight for our rights. In case
Class of '03
you missed history class, the presi-

':Americans should
try showing little
gratitude for the
sacrifice and bravery
ofmen and women
who fight for our
rights."

EDITOR

VandalisITI deplorable
Over several weeks for many more obvious need for correct use
hours, a coalition of Xavier stu- of political authority than in the
dents calling themselves Hope Is- dramatic situation of the Middle
rael-Palestine planned and put to- East and the Holy Land." The road
gether a photo exhibit depicting to peace is through Jerusalem.
the suffering of Israelis and Pales- Peace and Justice programs encourage rational and loving distinians.
Deploring all forms of violence course on what has happened, is
and oppression by anyone, Hope happening daily and can happen
Israel-Palestine wanted to help in the future in land sacred to Jews,
those on campus to be in solidar- Christians and Muslims.
ity with the suffering of Jews,
At an excellent student panel
Christians and
the evening of
Muslims in the
the exhibit, Hope Holy Land.
Israel-Palestine
pledged "to do
Unfortunately
for all, this disbetter the next
play was vandaltime." Peace and
ized on Monday
Justice programs
night, April 14.
applauds their efforts and hopes
Members of
Amnesty Internathe Xavier camtional, the Mus- - - - - - - - - - - - - pus continues to
lim Student Association and oth- research and discuss "the things
ers .had their efforts trashed by thatlead to our peace." As one stuthose not willing to reflect on what dent said at the panel: "The piccan be done to alleviate the suffer- lures showed me that the blood of
ing in the Holy Land. Tearing Jews and Palestinians is the same
down the photos did not stop the color."
pain. The vandalism only increased it.
-Fr., Benjamin J. Urmston,
In his World Day of Peace mesS.J.
sage in January, Pope John Paul II
Peace and Justice Programs
said, "Nowhere today is there a

"The pictures
showed me that the
blood offews and
Palestinians is the
,,
same co lor.

Yes, ladies it is the one and only
Morris Chestnut ... stay tunedfor next
week's man of the week.
Please, raise your bottom lip from
the floor now.
'
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· Off-Campus Housing

Oxford Apartments
1005-07 Dana Ave.

London ...... $364

and NOT
just on line

.

Paris .......... $342

*Free Heat & water
*Walk to Campus
*Cable/Dish Hook-up
*Parking
*Air-Conditioning

Madrid ......... $340
San Jose, CR ... $396

NOW Leasing
$340.00 a1td up

Fare is roundtrlp from Cincinnati. Subject to change and availability. Tax not .
included. Restrictions and blackouts apply.

I

Manager: Art Office
513-961-3786 474-5093

-L----..~--

Women 3' and Minorities' Studies
sponsors the last in its series of lectures on

AFRICAN~AMERICAN

WOMEN

Francoise Nicole Hamliri
History Department, Yale University

"The (In)visible Woman:
Vera Pigee and the Civil Rights

Movem~nt

in Coahom'a County, Mississippi"

Wednesday, Apr11 23, 2003, 7:00 p.m. ,
Conference Room 2, Schiff Family Center
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SENIOR TALK
"·-·

'

"

..

Why did you buy a brick and donate to the Senior Legacy Fund?

..

Q: ·What do Babe Ruth, Humphrey Bogart, Clark Gable,

Roy Orbison, and R. J. Reynolds all have in common?
A: They all died due to tobacco-related illnesses~
·-.·. ~·

It's never too late (or early) to quit. If you would like to learn
more_, check out www.ffsonline.org

SPORTS
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Steve Metzger, Editor
Sports Desk: 745-2878
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Boothe makes AllNewcomer squad

-~

Xavier freshman Tara Boothe
was among seven players named to
the All-Newcomer team by the Full
Court Press Web site on Tuesday
(www.fullcourt.com). Boothe, who
set an Atlantic IO record for
Rookie-of-the-Week citations with
11, was named A; IO Rookie-of-theYear and Third Team All A-10 after
finishing second on Xavier with 16
points per game and led the young
Lady Musketeer squad with 8.1 rebounds per game.
Boothe ends her remarkable
rookie year as Xavier's all-time
freshman record holder for points
(479) and rebounds (242) and
helped Xavier to a 20-10 record and
a second-place finish in the A-10
West, going 11-5 under first year
head coach Kevin McGuff.

Kenya takes Boston
Marathon, again
Robert Cheruiyot became the
12th Kenyan in 13 years to win the
Boston Marathon on Monday, and
his countrymen took the next four
spots in the 107th running of. the
race.
With the top three finishers running for the first time in Boston,
Kenyans seem poised to keep their
grasp on the race.
Svetlana Zakharova of Russia
won the women's race to prevent a
second-straight Kenyan sweep.
Marla Runyan, who is legally blind,
was fifth-the best finish for a U.S.
runner since 1993.

Cincinnati Cyclones
beginECHL
playoffs

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Men's and women's tennis
take fourth in conferenee
tournament
BY DAVE GILMORE
Asst. Sports Editor

Both the women's and men's
tennis teams capped of fine seasons
last week, with each team advancing to the semifinals of their respective conference tournaments.

MEN'S TENNIS
After losing to second-seeded
St. Bonaventure, the Muskies competed in the third-place match for
the Atlantic 10 Men's Tennis
Championship and lost to
Duquesne, 4-2.
A fourth-place finish in the conference matches last year's result.
Xavier had one win in singles
by junior Ryan Potts who defeated
Ryan Moseley 6-2, 6-4.
Duquesne took the four singles
matches necessary to win a match:
Seth Fogelman defeated senior
Matt Thinnes 6-3, 7-6 (4); Micael
Lopez-Acevedo defeated senior
Brent Lehring 6-2, 6-2; Russell
Moseley defeated sophomore Justin Yeager 6-3, 6-2; and Robert
Ojeda defeated senior Scot Triplett
6-3, 6-2.

Xavier did come out on top with
the doubles point, with wins by
junior Brad Meadors/Yeager and
Triplett/Lehdng.
The Musketeers finish their season with a record of 18-5.
St. Bonaventure would go on to
beat Richmond in the finals.

WOMEN'S TENNIS ·
Top-seeded Xavier fell to second-seeded Richmond, 4-1., in the
third-place match of the Atlantic IO
Women's Tennis Championship on
Saturday at The Tennis Center in
College Park, Md.
The Musketeers, who fell to 175 overall, end their season tied for
the most wins in school history
with the 1994-95 team.
Sophomore Lauren Clary was
the lone winner on the day for
Xavier as she defeated Meghan
Wolfgram 6-0, 7-6 (7-5) to earn her
26th singles victory of the season
and 55th of her career.
The Spiders had wins at second,
third, fourth and sixth singles to
seal the victory.
At number two singles, Vanessa

Bagnato beat Xavier's sophomore
Stephanie Bauer 6-3, 6-4 while. at
third singles Lindsay Cox won over
freshman Kristen Clary 6-4, 6-1.
UR senior Casey Cohen defeated XU junior Kate Weightman
7-6, (8-6), 6-4 and Courtney Klein
beat freshman Andrea Kelley 6-2,
6-0 in the final completed match of
the day. .

The fourth-place finish for the
Musketeers marks the third straight
season that Xavier has placed in
the top four at the A-10 Championships.
Temple would eventually take
the championship over UMass.

Golf fares well in spring events
BY TIM MONTAVON
Sports Writer

The Xavier women's golf team
competed in the EKU Lady Colonel Classic on April 11 and 12. Toledo and Eastern Michigan tied for
first place in this 54-hole championship. The men's team had last
week off, and resumed action on
April 18 and 19 at the First Energy
Kent State Classic', which was won
by tournament host Kent State.

MEN'S GOLF
The Cincinnati Cyclones open
the ECHL Northern Conference fiThe men's team took seventh
nals at the Atlantic City (N.J.) . place out of15 teams over the weekBoardwalk Bullies on Wednesday end. Xavier finished with a comand Friday.
bined score of 885, and was 28
The best-of-seven series will shots behind Kent State.

Junior Miles Maillet and sophomore Neil Grusczynski led the way
for the Musketeers. Both played
well, and finished in a tie for 15th
place with a 54-hole tally of 219.
Freshman Andy Pope also played
well, firing a 220 and finishing tied
for 20th in the individual standings.
Senior Bryon Harger came in
fourth for Xavier by posting a 227,
while junior Matt Makinson
rounded out the scoring for Xavier
by shooting a 228 over the weekend.

WOMEN'S GOLF
The lady Musketeers played
exceptional two weekends ago, and

finished their tournament with a
score of 947, just two shots behind
the tournament's co-champions.
The women's third-place finish in
thistoumamentwastheirbestshowing since the Lady Pirate Golf Classic in October of 2002.
Sophomore Emily Shoplik's
game was firing on all cylinders.
Shoplik tied for third place in the
individual standings with a score
of231, finishing only one shot behind the low-medaliststs.
The rest of Xavier's team was not
far behind. Sophomore Abby
Fowler posted a 237 and tied for
10th place, while sophomore Sarah
Sparks fired a 239 and finished tied
for 16th.
Seniors Beth Hamilton and

Kelly Bega rounded out the scoring for the Lady Musketeers.
Hamilton shot a 240 for the tournament and tied for 19th place, and
Bega finished with a score of 254.

UP NEXT
The Lady Musketeers· will be
competing in the Colonial Athletic
Association Women's Golf Championship on April 20-22. This tournament will be hosted at the
Salisbury Country Club in
Midlothian, Va. The men's team
will play May 26-27 in East Lansing, Mich. at the Michigan State
Bruce Fossum Invitational.

shifttoUSBankArenaforGames3,i--~~---:::-~...-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-::-~~~;:::;::::::::;:;:;;;::::::::;;;:;::::::;;::::==:.:=::;::::;:::::::::;-,

4 and 5 (if necessary). Should the
series be extended, Games 6 and 7
are scheduled for Atlantic City.

Men's tennis earns
postseason honors
The Xavier men's tennis team
had two players earn postseason
honors from the Atlantic 10 Conference on Tuesday. Freshman Rob
Simpson was named A-10 Most
Outstanding Rookie Performer and
senior Matt Thinnes was named to
the All-Conference Team and to the
All-Academic Team.

x~~r

Wednesday, April 23
* Baseball vs. Purdue
at4p.m.

0nTap

Saturday, April 24
*Men's Golf at Bruce
Fossum Invitational

.

~
_

~

Tuesday, April 29
* Baseball vs. Cincinnati
at3p.m.

* Baseball at Richmond (DH) ·
at noon

Sunday, April 25
*Men's Golf at Bruce
Fossum Invitational
* Baseball at Richmond
at noon

All home games are in bold

Home baseball games are played
at Hayden Field ·
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Baseball sweeps Flyers,
finish su·ccessful two Weeks
.·

. '

'

.

.

nings on the mound as the Cardi- beat out a double-play ball that was
XU 14, UD 13
hit to the. second baseman, allowgame series two weeks ago.
nals defeated Xavier, 8-1.
A bases-l<?aded wild pitch in the
Moss singled home sophomore
Halford had the Muskies' bats ing Moss to score from third to give
ninth inning allowed Andres to
Jay Johnson in the third inning to off balance for most of the day as · XU a 4-3 advantage.
Sues threw a perfect seventh in- · score the winning'run as the Musmake'the score 3~0.
he allowed just ,one unearned run
The Musketeers tied the score on three hits while striking ciut one ning for his second ~omplete-game keteers polished off a three-game
at 4-4 in the bottom of the fifth as · ·and walking none. Andres reached of the season. Sues allowed three· sweep of A-10 rival Dayton on EasAndres had his second RBI of the. on a fielding error, allowing runs on nine hits in s~ven innings ter Sunday.
game with a .sirigle to left center · Schreen to score, giving the Mus- · of work. He also struck out two
The series sweep of Dayton
marks
the first time, Xavier has
while walking one and stranding
field that allowed senior Er:ic keteers their lone run.··
swept
a
season series against the
Greenwell to score from second ·
Sophomore Mike Gallagher seven Flyer runners on base
_base.
pitched well in just his fourth 'ca- through9ut for his fourth win of the · Flyers since the 1987 season when
the Musketeers won four games.
Armstrong then spanked his sec- reer start as .he allowed six runs, season.
againstUD.
·ond home run of
XU 3, UDO
Despite spotting the Flyers a 7the season to left
field in the sixth,
Wiggers 0 lead after two and a half innings,
threw his sec- Xavier clawed back with four runs ·
making the score 5· 4 in favor of the
ond-straight in.the third as Andres ripped a twoMusketeers.
complete game out bases-clearing double to"ieft
The Musketeers
shutout in the center to drive in three runs.
tacked on four runs
second game of
Then Andres scored from third
in the seventh and
the . double- on ah RBI single by Tedford, cutXU4,GW2
another two in the
ting the deficit to 7-4 after three inheader.
Senior right-hander Adam eighth off a home
Wiggers nings.
lasted all seven
The Musketeers m~naged to tie
Jahnsen won a pitcher's duel with run by senior Matt
innings and al- the scor<f at 13 in the bottom of the
George Washington's Greg Conden, . Tedford, a single by
lowed just three eighth as Tedford reached. base on
4-2, in game one of a doubleheader sophomore James
Schlosser, an infield
hits and one his third single of the day before
two weeks ago.
.
iahnsen lasted six and two- RBI single by
walk while strik- being replaced by pinch runner
thirds innings and allowed just two Schreen and a twoing out five. In Sues.
the game, he
Sues stole second base and
. runs on two hits whil~ fanning RB I. single by .
seven and being credited with bne Moss.
faced just three scored on a fielding error by the
Sues allowed
· batters over the Flyer shortstop on a bouncing ball
walk. With the win, Jahnsen im.seven
hits
while
minimum and hit up the middle.
proved to 3-1 ory the season and 2striking out seven
0 in three Atlantic 10 starts.
Xavier· scored the deciding run
stretched his
The Musketeers scored three and walking one to
consec u,ti ve in the bottom of the ninth as Andres
runs on four hits in the sixth inning complete a strong
scoreless in- was hit by a pitch and then ad·to take a 4-2 lead. Junior Alec Moss weekend by the
nings streak to vanced to second on a single by .
would begin th.e inning with a Musketeer pitch17 and two- freshman Steve Sakosits.
single through the right side.
ing staff.
thirds innings
Pinch hitter Stavrakis worked a
Then with two outs and runners
over four ap- walk to load the bases and bring up
EKU 19,
on first and second, sophomore
pearances.
Smith with one o~t. The game
Brett Smith singled to center field
Xavier ended on the second pitch as the
·
.
NEWSW/REPHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOUA
Eastern Ken- Senior first baseman Mark Andres scored the winning run on a added two runs Dayton pitcher threw a ball ·in the
to drive in Moss, tying the score at
2-.2. Andres then scored the game- tucky had multiple wild pitch to beat the Dayton Flyers on Easter Sunday.
.·in the sixth on dirt, which allowed Andres to score
winning run on a wild pitch. Jun- hits in each of the
two hits as from third.
ior Eric Armstrong added an insur- first five innings as .
Smith hit a
Xavier scored its 14 runs on 20
ance run with an RBI'single to cen- · it out-hit Xavier 22-7 'in a 19-5 rout five earned; on 10 hits while strik- bases-loaded single over a drawn- hits, which were both season-highs
. ing out five and walking none over in Flyer third baseman, driving in for a single game this season. Andres
ter field that scored Smith to in- of the Musketeers last Tuesday.
. crease the lead to two.
EKU jumped out to a 7-0 lead seven innings.
Johnson. Then Armstrong drove in led Xavier with a 3 for 5 day at the
Jahnsen began the seventh by after two innings with three runs
Andres from third base with a sacri- plate with two doubles. He also had
XU4,UD3
retiring the first two batters. Then on four hits and an error in the first
fice fly to center field, making the a season-best four runs scored and
on his third pitch to Jeff Fertitta, he as well as four runs on four hits and
Xavier used two-run rally in score 3-0.
four RBI.
was forced to leave the gaine with a two errors in the second.
the .sixth inning. to outlast Dayton
·The Colonels did their dam~age and give the Musketeers a 4-3 win
leg injury and be replaced by senior Jarret Sues, who earned his sec- with the top of the ,lineup as the in game one of a doubleheader la~t
first throughfifth batters in the or- Saturday.
ond save of the season.
der were 7 for 8 with two walks and
The Flyers opene~ the scoring
XU7,GWO
all seven runs scored.
with a two-out rallyfo the second
The Colonels added two runs in inning, scoring two runs courtesy
In the second game of the
doubleheader, Xavier rode a six-ri.m the bottom of the sixth to complete ofJeffBourassa's triple off the right
the scoring at 19-5, which is the field wall that gave the Flyers a 2first inning to a 7-0 rout.
.
· In the first, Xavier ha~ 10 bat- · most runs Xavier has allowed in a 0 lead.
ters ·come to ·the plate and scored · game sfoce May 1 when Xavier
· The Muskies tied the score at.
six runs on four hits, ineluding four dropped a 29-25 decision tci Bowl-.. 2-2 with two runs of its own in the
with two outs.
ing Green.
bottom of the second as Andres
Sophomore Sean Finnegan got scored from third on a groundout
Senior starting pitcher Greg
Wiggers made good use of the run the loss for XU and fell to 2-2 on to the shortstop by Smith. Tedford
support, improving 'to 3-3 for the the season after allowing 12 runs, then ripped a two-out single to left.
season. The righty scattered nine nine earned on 16 hits in four in- field, scoring Johnson.
hits and struck out three while walk- nings while ·striking out four and
Xavier took control in the sixth
ing just ·one to record~'ll"tbmplete walking three.
with two runs on three hits as
game shutout.
·Andres picked up his 22nd RBI of
~ µL 8,XU 1
the season with a single through
University of Louisville starter the right side, <:(riving in Schreen
XU ll;GWS
Five Musketeers had at least two Brian Halford kept the Musketeer to tie the score at 3-3.
hits apiece during an 11-5 pummel- . b.ats quiet for most of his seven inThen with one out, Johnson
BY STEVE MElZGER

· · ing" in the final ·game of a three-

• Sports Editor
The baseball team Q.ad a stellar
two weeks in conference play as
they went 6-0 in games against
Oeorge Washington and the Uni~
versity of Dayton and continue to
improve in the Musketeers' quest
.to attain good seed in the A-10.
Touma.ment starting in mid-May.
. The Musketeers'. only losses
over this period were defeats suffered at the hands of non-conference foes Ball State, Louisville,
Easterri Kentucky and Ind.iana
State yesterday, 12-2.
As the Muskies went 8-8 the last
two weeks, they have improved to
17-18-2 and are now 8-4 in conference.
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'Bulletproof' aims to please
CHOW YUN-FAT AND' SEANN WILLIAM SCOTT COMBINE LAUGHS AND ROUND-HOUSES .

'Shadowbox
Cabaret'

BY JIMMY DILLON
Asst. Diversions Editor·.

Nevermind that "B.ulletproof
The Shadowbox Cabaret is ·offering a special deal to Xavier Uni- Monk" has one of the worst movie
. versity students. A normal student titles in recent memory; you might
ticket is $10, but Xavier students · realize this is the best action movie
. can get tickets, by reservation, for to hit the theaters this year.
"Bulletproof' accomplishes this
$5 for the Weqn~sday, Thursday
by taking the audience back to old
and 11 p.m. sh.ow on Saturday.
To reserve tickets;· can· (859) fashioned kung-fu movies with a
581-7625 and ask for Brando'n to fresh storyline and interesting charreceive the Xavier studen~ discount. acter relationships.
Chow Yun-Fat ("Crouching TiThe discount for students ends on
. ger, Hidden Dragon") plays a ~ud
May 31.
dhist monk - who goes nameless
after his initiation....,-- responsible for
the protectfon of an ancient scroll
which harnesses unimaginable
power. The Monk Without aName
was made protector of the scroll 60
years ago by his master.
·
The scroll has kept him from
The Xavier Archaeological Soci14ty is hosting an ·"Indiana Jones- aging a day since then and has emA-Thon" on Saturday at in the Hon- powered him with martial arts abilities that transcend the laws of na- . Kar (a beefed-up Seann William Scott) does his.best to catch the Monk (Chow Y~n-Fat) with a punch ..
ors Villa.
·
"Raiders of the Lost Ark," "In- ture. Does this sound a little like during his training to become the next scroll protector.
diana Jones and the Temple of "The Matrix?" It should.
After 60 years of service, the always carefree. This movie never guy Card plenty alrea4y. Instead, Kar's relationship, although fun to
Doom," and"IndianaJones andthe
Las_t Crusade," will be sho~n con- protectormust find a new and quali- takes itself seriously as an 'action ·the Monk is culturally sound in watch, is in the end, prediCtable.
With a lack of a supporting cast
fied person to instruct on the d~- . movie, but at the same time, .never · America, and Yun-Fat's character
secutively. •
The marathon will begin at noon · fense of the scroll fonhe next 60~ tries to be a comedy. The movie is never reliant on Kar to show hiin (there just aren't that many people
in this movie),- Scott and Yun-Fat
with an introduction by real life ar- ·year tenure. Shortly after the Monk doesn't work because it has ambi- the ropes on living in the States.
The action scenes of "Bullet- really pick up the sl.ack in making
chaeologist, Dr. George W.M. Without a Name became the pro- guity Of being a comedy and action,
tector of the scroll in 1943, a Nazi but instead tries to stay true to the proof Morik" ~elike many of the this: movie work. Their ability .to
Harrison.
Free food, pizza and prizes will looking to retrieve the scroll and its old kung-fu movies of the '70s... · other post-"Matrix" action·movies. · mix jokes and kicks is fun to watch
Seojt and_ Yun-Fat have good They involve the use of computer . while, at the same time, they keep
accompany the event~ For more power killed the other members of
information, contact Ryan (x8617) Monk's temple, including his mas- chemistry together. Their roles in .. graphics and wires to display the their relationship interesting.
Yun-Fat has done better action
ter~ After crisscrossing· around the the production of the movie are not . amazing athletic .abilities of the
or Tony (x8684).
movies, primarily the beautiful and ·
fighters
..
However,
"Bulletproof.
globe in order to protect the scroll; as cut and
dry
as
one
might
think.
'
.
·,·
.
Monk". does not have any jaw- mystic "Crouching .Tiger,. Hidden
we find the.Monk taking hadropping fight sequence or.chase Dragon," while Scott has done funven-in New York City.
While m,aneuvering in-·
scenes. Instead, the movie gets by nier movies like "American Pie,"
. with fresh dialogue and an inter- however they make a strong duo by
side the subway system of
esting storyline carried out prima- . borrowing each. other's talents.
the Big Apple, the Monk
rily withthe relationship.between
. "The Glory of Silk Road: Art c_omes across a young pickThe mystical theme of the movie
is fun. The idea of making gravity
the Monk and Kar.
from Ancient China" 1s open to the. pocket named Kar played by
Unlike most of the modern two~ not work has been done before by·
public at the Dayton Art Institute.
Seann William Scott
hero action flicks which implement "The Matrix'' and "Crouching Ti- ·
For centuries, the great Silk Road
("American Pie").· Kar and
a buddy movie scenario, "Bullet- ger," but "Bulletproof Monk" brings
traversed the massive expanse of the Monk develop a pupilChina, linking the West and the mentor relationship as the
proof' instead goes along thelines it to a real-life setting· in modernof pupil-mentor as Kar is being day New York City for a change of
East.
Monk begins to recognize
Drawn from the collections of Kar may be the unlikely stutrained how to protect the scroll. scenery from the aforementioned .
more than 20 museums and ar~
This type ofrelationship hasn't re- films. And although this film.might
dent to learn the power of the
chaeological institutes, these works scroll.·
. ally been done since "Karate Kid," be borrowing some of the action
of art highlight the influence of the
When Kar begins to fulfill some Scott is not just the comic relief of but Yun,Fat and Scott do the old techniques from them, it makes a
West on China prior to the 'f' ang of the ancient prophedes the Monk the film while Yun-Fat is the action kung-fu movies justice with their . name for itself by implementing the
· Dynasty more than 1,000 years ago.
had to accomplish 60 years ago man. This combo has been· done new American rendition.
forgotten master-pupil bond from
The exhibit is on display through
Former supermodel Jamie King old kung-fu movies.
when he becamethe protector, l:>0th so-i'nany. times, it's b.ecome sickenMay 11. Tickets are $12 for adults
master and student buy into the ur- ing. ·Instead, "Bulletproof Monk" stars as Jade, a street-suave/kungand $10 for students (over 19 with
gency of the riew pupil's training allows bc:ith actors to display a blend fu master who becomes a love interest for Kar. She becomes an inas Strucker (Karel Roden, "Blade of both martial arts and jokes.
ID).
2"), the now-elderly Nazi responYun~Fat's character is an Ameri- ·-tricate part of the movie as it
sible for the slaughter of the Monk's canized Monk who isn't foreign to progresses, and does a fairly good
clan, attempts to get the scroll once New York City,. ·This is rather re- job in just her third major role.. She
and for all.
lieving since "Rush Hour" has · adds to some of the on-screen
The plot is somewhat silly, but played the Foreign Guy-American chemistry ohhe movie, but her arid
"Inside Africa" is a new exhibit
hosted by .the Cincinnati Museum
Center at Union Terminal.
The exhibit views the continent
.
.
.
and its people from historical and.
---Jm!l:---=-~ ---l:M!Jlr.l:lli~
contemporary perspectives through
Saturday, April 26
Friday, April 25 .
The following discs are due for release on or before April 8 '.....
hands-on activities, multimedia preOval Opus
Gin Blossoms
. · sen.tations and a collection of Afri@ College of Mt. St. Joseph .
. @Xavier University
Arab Strap Mond~yat the Hug and Pint (Matador) ... The Murder
can artifacts.
City Devils R.l.P. (live recording from Halloween 2001) (Sub Pop) ... DJ
"Inside Africa" is a national
tv:~··1·1 ~,
Fenet Presents Noir.""Smooth Female Trip-Hop (Noir) .. , Flaming Lips
Sunday, April 27
Monday, April 28·
traveling museum exhibit that will·
Fight Test (EP) (Reprise) ... Michael Jones Echoes of Childhood (Narada)
Tonic
·
Reverend Horton Heat
tour for five years to 12 cities across
... Madonna American Life (Warner Bros.)
@-Top Cats.
'. 1
·.@Bogart's
the United States. The exhibit will
be on display at the Cincinnati Museum Center until May 4.
:.. an dates are tentative.

'Indiana Jones-AThon'

'Silk Road'

'Inside Afrjca'.

New, Releases

.
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Shadowbox amazes again
.

.

'

.

.

SHOW OFFERS XU STUDENTS SPECIAL RA.TES UNTIL MAY 31
. BY DAN COX·
Diversions Editor

" from Brandon _Anderson singing -

Mark Slack also does a good job
_"Glamour Boys," the intensity that of presenting a minister who is.
Stacie::Boord put into "What worried about the souls of his conAnyone who has ever been to the_ About" and.· whenever Meghan gregation. After a 300-foot Jesus
_Shadowbo:is: Cabaret shouldn't be. Moore was onstage.
came from the sky, he realized his
surprised to heai that the cabaret_'s
A point that ha~ to be made flock's so_uls were in trouble by the
latest show, "Dirty Little Secrets,'' - aboutBill Wh_o? is the guitar work type of cars they drove.
Some other skits to keep an eye
delivers the familiarfun, e;l!:citement . byAllen Talbott and Kevin-Faraci.
and music that makes.Shadowbox These two players change the feel out for are "Vinnie's· Playhouse,''
one of the hottest theaters in Cin- of the songs from fun-break-from- "Office Mystery" a_ricl "Secret Sothe:.skits to raise-your.:.fist-in-the- -ciety of Spazoids." The final skit,
cinnati.
Shadowbox is a unique experi- air and scream-your-head~off-in~ "Wedding ofthe Century," was the
_ ence in which to partake._ The au- , praise. These two meQ play their . perfect skit to perform last. .. It
dience sits at tables in the theater guitars like they were playing in a turned out _that at this wedding, ev- and meets their server almost iin- _,sold. out arena, and the audience eryone had a secret crush, includmediately. The servers have responded accordingly.
· . ing the best man, on the groom. 'It
double-duty because they are also
The skits performed offer a va- wouldn't have oeen complete withthe performers during the night.
riety of humor. In the opening skit, . out Sam Schneider playing the
By having the performers serve "Roger's Beard," we· see Roger's whiskey-guzzling minister, though.
The Shadowbox Cabaret is ofthe audience the food, it creates a mistress and his best friend meet at
very intimate atmosphere; .Each . her place. They are ori their way to fering a special deal to Xavier Uni-·
table gets excited when their server - visit Roger and his wife, where they · versity students. A normal student
is onstige singing a song or in a skit. will pretend to be cousins so that ticket is $10, but Xavier students
The show, "Dirty Little Secrets," Roger's mistress can meet her. can get tickets, by reservation, for
has the difficult task of following Julie Klein and Talbott play Claire $5 for the Wednesday, Thursday ·
Shadowbox's previous show; "Sex· and Eddie, _respectively. Klein's _and 11 p.m. show on Saturday. To
iq the-Box." "Dirty Little Secrets" nervous jitteriness plays off very reserve tickets, call (859) 581-7625
does deliver, though, and any fears well to Talbott's overwhelming and ask for Brandon to receive the
. Xavier student discount.
that it couldn't compare to the last feeling of awkwardness. .
The Shadowbox Cabaret offers
show are quickly squashed as the
Monologues took a small role in
show starts.
''Dirty Little Secrets." -Of the three one of the most enjoyable and inThe music at Shadowbox drives monologues, the last two, per- . expensive experiences thatcan·be
the intensity of the show. Bill Who? . formed by·Dave.Speicker and Rena . found in Cincinnati. The student
performs live onstage throughout Hopkins, were the most entertain- discount for students ends on May
.the night, doing a variety of famil- - ing. The joke won't be ruined in · 31, and is something that should not
iar songs with different lead sing- this article, but just remember that be missed.
ers and backup dancers. The high- Hopkins has the punch· line and
. ....
lights of the musical night came Speicker has the intro.
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The tracks from Mull's second
album are trapped in the middle of
pop-rock and experimentation,
which confines Maclntyre's talent
to boundaries that no musician can
break through. It is evident that
Macintyre is trying to set himself ·
free from the immature pop debut,
Loss, but he can't quite make the
break.
Throughout the album,
Maclntyte's voice aces a test on
range that many singers have given
· . their best shot at but have come up
significantly short. His melodies
are the dominating factor in the
band that proves to be the best Scottish act around, minus Travis. If
Macintyre changed, but
Macintyre i~ able to keep churning
, out songs such as "Am I Wrong"
History unaltered
and "Don't Take Your Love Away
Colin Macintyre is the lone From Me,'' Travis and other Britmember of Mull Historical S_ociety, ish~pop acts will need to keep an
but arranges songs so listeners will - eye out for the up-and-coming, onehave no problem understanding man society.
Overall, Mull ·Historical
why his band is referred to as a "Society." Helped by random Scottish Society's second album makes a
mates, Macintyre proves he has de- splash in British rock's expanding
veloped. the refined skill of an ac- waters, but will get lost in the tide
complished musician, btit seems to of giant acts that have already made
lack the songwriting talent that has it big in the US. It is clear that
launched bands such as Coldplay . Macintyre enjoys staying out of the
and Travis into British-pop success. musical limelight, and that is where
Mull's latest album, Us, starts the band will stay until he figures
out with ''The Final Arrears,'' a dark · out how to make a record such as
ballad with a main verse that shines Coldplay's A Rush of Blood to the
brightly with assurance. It sets up Head and Dove's The Last Broadthe mood for the rest of the album, cast. While Macintyre may still be
which sounds like Ben Folds fall- splashing around in an ocean of giing out oflo_ve and seeking therapy ants, there is a good chance he will
from Badly Drawn Boy. Macintyre make a tidal wave someday.
proves that he is able to unfold his ·depths c:in songs such as "Asylum"
-Patrick Gill
Contributing Writer
and "5 More Minutes," but he has
yet to play with the intensity that
listeners can relate to. -·
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Jack 01anages to deliver
JACK NICHOLSON AND ADAM SANDLER TEAM UP TO MAKE A DISAPPOINTING COMEDY
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
Senior News Editor

Whoever came' up with the idea
of cas~ing Jack Nicholson and
Adam Sandler together in a comedy should get a raise. Whoever
said. "Anger Management" was the
best story for these two to do so
should not.
The combining of the two stars
is designed for box office domina-.
tion. That it may get, but the pieces
aren't in place here for it to be.much
more.
Dave Buznik (Adam Sandler,
"Punch-Drunk Love") is a creative
Clothing designer with a specialty
in outfits for obese felines. On
crowded flight, his requests
for a headset get misinterpreted for hostillty and before he can explain himself,
an air marshal tasers the
bejesus out of him and he's
knocked unconscious.
His erratic behavior cm
the plane lands him in court,
where an unfriendly· judge.
(Lynne. Thigpen, "Go·_get
'em, gumshoes") sentences
him to a 30-day anger m,ati~
agement program helmed
by unorthodox psychiatrist
Dr. :auddy Rydell (Jack Nicholson);
At his first group session, Dave
meets the other men who are also
seeking help. Most notable is his
"anger ally" buddy, Chuck (John

a

Turturro, "The Big Lebowski"), a
crazy ex-military nutball who's
paranoid and yolatile. After Rydell
does a few unconventional things,
Dave quickly surmises that the
shrink himself might be a couple .
cans short of a six-pack.'
AfterChuck gets into a bar brawl
and Dave's intervention leads him .•
to an acCidental assault on a blind
man, it's back to court andthis time
a longer sentence is r:uled. This
time, Rydell personally undertakes
his case and moves into Dave's ·
ap~trnent uninvited. '
Within days, Rydell ·has slept
naked, gone postal in public, and .
· stopped the car on a New York high~.

wa,y whife they both sing "I Feel
· Pretty" from "West Side Story." He
even gets Dave to confront and
scuffle with his childhood nemesis
(John C. Reilly, ''Chicago") who's

become a Buddhist monk.
Not only is the anger manage~.
rrient not working; Dave also slowly
starts. to notice that Rydell is continuously .moving in. on his lady,
Linda (Marisa Tomei, "My Cousiri
Vinny"). If he confronts the flirty
psychiatrist about it, Rydell can use ·
the cards he holds to senci him away
to the slammer for sure.·
The one thing ifs hard not to
notice is how unfunny Sandler is in
this movie. The more restrained his
character becomes, the more conti'ived his.gags get.
There are_ laughs scattered
around, but the movie's potentialto
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWWJMDB.COM
be hilarious is lost because of
Jack Nicholson has to take the reigns in his latest comedy,with .
· worthless subplots with big name Adam Sandler
·
·
stars like Heather Graham and
Woody Hai'telson. The ending, . This free-for~all, pedal-to-the metal thanks to all the big names and cograced with a Rudy Guiliani cameo; role isjust what-we needed after his · lossal ending. .The script and ac~
is too over-the-top for it's own morose and saddening roles· in ''The ·tors have sense enough to never rePledge" and "About Schmidt." His ally take themselves seriously.
good.
A blase perf()rmance by Sandler
Tomei is scarcely seen and she p'erfomiance and multiple quotable doesn't get to use any of her acting. lines alone are worth the eight and useless subplots can't hold
.
Nicholson down. .He is the viva. talent in her small role as Linda. bones you paid.
The story is a thin shadow of cious devil oftlie story, injecting life
The monk-bashing scene is pretty
'·hilarious, especially
with · "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's· and humor into every sqene he's in ..
Nicholson running from the angry Nest''.(also featuring Nicholson), in Not only does he keep "Anger Manmonk gang · : while Jane's which normal people' perceived to agement" afloat, but he tows it
Addiction's "Stop" blasts through - be crazy/volatile could transform along nicely.
into what they're perceived to. be
· the theater.
But through it all, Nicholson is through treatment alone. Sandler's
there to keep the story running. character only has an anger probsmoothly; Everything he does, lem after being driven insane by
·
from a simple eyebrow raise to a Nicholson.
As a_comedy, it works - but no
volatile outburst, seems to work. _
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'House' of Pain

.'HOUSE OF 1,000 CORPSES' LACKS THE LUSTER OR DRIVE OF OTHER HORROR FLICKS
BY COLIN MCDERMOTT

. a local, unsolved legend, that· of
Doctor Satan, once doctor at a
"Oh, God, please, let it stop." . · madhouse who mutilated patients,
No, that's not one of the victims ·attempting to create a "perfect".
in "House of 1,000 Corpses" plead- . human. One of the college students,
ing for her life. That was my movie- Bill (Rainn Wilson, "Almost Fagoing companion; wondering when mous"), is researching urban legthe graphic exploitation film I ends· and, needless fo say, it's his
urge to find more about Doctor Sadragged her to was going to end.
Looking over writer and direc- tan, leading them all to danger.
tor.Rob Zombie's resume of goth
Anyway, after making the misballads like "Dragula" and "Living take of picking up obnoxious hitch~
Dead Girl," it's not surprising a hiker Baby (Sheri Moon, Zombie's
throwback to. exploitative horror girlfriend), their car gets a flat tire
films of the '70s like "The Texas (it was actually shot out). Baby tells
Chain Saw Massacre" would even- them her house isn't far away.
tually end up on his plate.
· . How convenient - her house
"House" takes place on the isn't far, and her family is insane.
backroads·of some mid west
state, circa October 30,
1977. In it, four college students stray into the grasp of
a circus freak-like family
who finds quality time in
trapping and torturing hapless victims.
Heading home for the
weekend, the four students
stop by the unholy union of
a gas station/fried ·chicken
hut/museum of murderers
and madmen. The stop is
run by Captain Spaulding
(Sid Haig, _of various '70s What a great way to spend Hallowblaxploitation movies), who wears een.
clown makeup and has some truly
Anyway, in a comeback to main- .
hilarious lines.
stream movies, Karen Black plays
The Captain's museum features Mother Firefly, the matriarch of the
Contribituting Writer

a

·inbred, ignorant, insane family. The
dscar-nominated Black was one of
the' busiest actresses of the '.70s,
from "Easy Rider". to "The Great
Gatsby.'' Her performance here is
pretty amusing, even· if she is reminiscent Of MILF Mrs. Stifl~r from
"American Pie."
At first, Mother Firefly .invites
Bill, his girlfrie_nd Oenise (Erin
Daniels, "One Hour Photo"), and
their two friends to have dinner with
her family, which includes a foulmouthed grandfather and her three
hideous-in-their-own-way sons, as
well as Baby. Can't forget her.
But things go awry: the kids get
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.I MOB.COM
off on the wrong foot with the cla:n, What the hell are these guys doing? Rob Zombie's new horror .
.and end up being tied down and tormovie doesn't have many answers for even simple questions.
tured. Some escape, get caught
T6 keep the audience from go-. time, had it gone over ari hour and
again, repeat.
Zombie has made a film that is ing catatonic, Zombie did· include ·'a half, it would just be an endursimply discomforting. Not scary some homage to other horror films, ance test for the audience.
Not to say the film isn't without
like "The Exorcist," or horrifyi~g some incredibly dry, black humor,
like "Session 9," or thrilling like and some ridiculous situations. to some merit: it is. effective. I just
wouldn't recolllmend it for another
"Scream." The horror' in "House" remind us this is .fiction.
. Unbelievably, Zombie ·held . ·person to see. On the other hand, I
· is not entertaining,. and its artistic
back. Initially, this film was even woul<ln 't discourage one interested
value is nonexistent.
.
.
But ihis seems to have been more graphic,. earning an NC-17 in this film. It may very well be his
Zombie's intent. He has made a film rating; Filmed in 2000, it was tossed or her antisocial cup of tea. ·
Experiencing "House of 1,000.
that displays graphic, violent, saclis- around from studio to studio and
tic torture. What happens to these would remain unreleased until Li- Corpses" is probably comparable to
four kids is pretty dehumanizing. ons Gate picked it up with an (ap- riding a murderers and madmen attraction: however disgusted, you
What's worse, because we as an au- parent) R-rating.
dience are so uncomfortable, .we · Thank God Zombie cut his film can't look away, and when it's over, ·
can identify with these victims and to an R. The final product is plenty ·you're grateful. · ·
understand just how hopel~ss and graphic and disturbing. For all that
happens in its 88-miriute running
desperate their situation is.

'Predator' versus 'Alien'

ASSISTANT DIVERSIONS EDITOR JIMMY AND CONTRIBUTING WRITER TONY ARGUE WHICH THRILLING EXTRATERRESTRIAL MOVIE WAS BETTER

Tony SAYS:
· Comparing the Predator to the
Alien is like comparing Hitler to a
shark. Sure, the shark will get you
when you go for a dip in your knee
length Hawaiian trunks or your
golden thong, depending. on your
confidence level, but can your
·finned friend, enthroned atop a
Panzer, lead the German blitzkrieg
into the heart of France? Now
granted, the French suck at fighting, but the bell um oriented task described above is the work of a calculated killer, not a bundle of nerve&
with a tail.
· Buried somewhere in that convoluted analogy is the fact that
while the Alien is jus~ a beast- acting largely on its natural instinct,
the Predator is a cold-blooded killer,
hunting and filleting his victims
more for sport than defense.
This stranded alien must use his ·
invisibility, laser weapons, and thermal vision to dispute some army
commandos. Wicked!
How can you go wrong with any
movie featuring. a savage beast
hunting acti.on standouts as Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Jesse Ventura,
Carl Weathers, and that American
Indian guy in a jungle, all under the
direction of "Die Hard" helmer
John McTiernan. The faci that it
taJces these muscle-bound fello,ws
to handle Predator says a little
something about just how· deadly
the "Big P Man" is (An important

of the Alien in its destruction of an
unsuspecting team of space maIn the same tradition of rines. The Predator, as a creature,
Socrates' discussion ofjustice in is rational and therefore predictable.
The Republic of Plato and St:
In "Aliens," the second installAugustine's arguments in City ment of the four~part series, we got
ofGod; the profound poleinic of a glimpse of the ultimate power of
"Predator" .versus "Alien" has the Alien race. All those damn
emerged once again.
aliens were just making honey
· But to be honest, the c,ontest combs out of people. The predator '
between these two extraterres- never did anything scary like that.
trial thrillers is really no contest He killed a dreadlocked drug lord
at all. On one side, you have in "Predator 2," but he was probthe Alien, a super-fast and ·ably doing everyone a favor.
deadly space raptor capable of
What I loved about "Alien" and
dismantling a group of marines "Aliens" was the necessity of the .
PHOTO couRTEsY oF www.YAHoo.coM
in a matter of minutes. On the people fighting to use technology
other
side, there's the Predator, an in order to beat the primal creature.
'Predator' and 'Alien' sure hate each other. This picture of toy
intergalactic
hunter whose high "Predator" was just the opposite,
figurines can't begin to explain it.
technology gadgets are the only , exemplified when "Ah-nold" used
note: Carl Weathers' character, ap- skulls on display in the beast'.$ craft· thing saving him from mere mor- mud and a log trap to catch the
propriately named "Dillon," is is the elongated cranium of none tals!
· huntei-. In '':Aliens," the humans had
killed by Predator).
In respect to .the two Predator to use their head and their guns in
other than the Alien itself.· Oh ·ya,
Moving on to the second flick, "Predator" is a better alien than movies, I will only make a compari- . order to fight the beast.
suitably named, "Predator 2," the '':Alien." Wick~d!
son of "Alien" and "Aliens" to
There's word that a m0Vie will
Predator's technological superior"Predator" and "Predator 2."· But be made soon; pitting the Alien
ity is highlighted as he faces Danny .
even with disregard to ''Alien~,, and ' against the Predator. · After a sucGlover, Voodoo Rasta drug dealer~,
'':Alien: Resurrection;' "Predator'~ ·cessful run.of "Predator vs Alien"
and, still worse, Gary Busey. He
just can't compare for several rea- comic books and video games, we
takes them all out.
·
sons.·
will have to wait for the movie in
A wonderfully bloody scene inFirst, "Predator" was nothing . order to finally settle this battle.
volves the slaughter of all the commore than a thriller movie based in
But just some food for thought:
muters in a subway car.· Now imag~
a jungle. Yes, the heat vision _of the what would you rather fight? A
ine that scene shown in Predator
Predator was cool. And sure, those space raptor t~at killed a cyborg or
thermal vision. Wicked!
retractable claws he µsed on a wimp that got his ass kicked by
· But the key, especially in terms
Appollo Creed was memorable, but Danny Glover? Just on that point,
of this debate, comes at the end;
those are exactly why the Predator "Alien" beats "Predator" in this
Glover, at his excessively sweaty
can't c~mpare with the Alien. . .
battle.·
best, follows Predator back, to his
In '':Alien," we feared the pure
spaceship. Among t~e trophies of ·
primal and unhtiman characteristics

Jimmy SAYS:
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of grief this year, but you have to
understand that you're in college,
and you're still in the band. The
only difference from high school
is that you don't get a letter for it
now.

April 23
Harry Caray was a Cubs fan and
a Bud man, whatever the hell tha~
means. I think it. means, like all
good Americans, he was a raging·
alcoholic who enjoyed the national pastime.
Note well: John Houser is in
the hizzy this week, and will be
writing it on his own next week.
So unless you are a senior, this is
the last time you ever have to read
my writing. So send your last
pieces of hate mail to my email
address if you feel so moved.
International Coffee Hour celebrates Kenya today at 3:30 p.m.
in the G-Spot. Try to contain your
excitement. Here's a little tidbit
of knowledge from the twisted
mind of Houser: Kenya's biggest
export is marathon winners. Seriously, those guys move faster than
Charlie Sheen with a prostitute.
At 3: 15 p.m., a string-loop polyhedral transformation will take
place on the "X" in front of Hinkle
Hall. At this same time, I will be
teaching people how to tie their
shoes in front of the library.
Head to Kelley Auditorium at
7:30 p.m. to learn about how to
have sex on campus. What? Oh,
nevermind, apparently there is a
discussion about sex on Xavier's
campus as a whole. I can't shake
the notion that this is just going to
turn into a huge orgy, with lots of
freaky·deaky things like goats,
leather masks and mayonnaise.
Disclaimer: I do not condone
the use of mayonnaise during sex.
In fact, I discourage it.
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SATURDAY

THURSDAY
April 24
Hold on to your diapers, kids.
Today begins National "Scoop the
Poop" Week. I hope Fr. LaRocca
pays special attention to this. I'm
tired of walking down the residential mall and stepping in one of
Muskie's little bundles of love.
Today also happens to be Take
Your Kids to Work Day. My dad
took me to work once ~hen I was a
kid. For the longest time, I had
thought he was a fireman. Turns out
he was a professional arsonist. I
thought it was funny, until he set
fire to our dog. He never took me to
work anymore, and I only got to see
him twice a month after that.
Okay, back to reality here. There
will be a talent show at 6 p.m. on the
residential greenspace. Prizes will
be awarded to the best acts. Houser
has promised to reprise his baton
twirling extravaganza once again.
Take Back the Night, the national
organization against men being
complete chotch-masters, will hold
its annual march in downtown
Cincy today. Students who wish to
go can meet at Bellarmine circle at
4:30 p.m. where you will receive
food, a t-shirt and pepper spray.
From whom are we taking back the
night? Who has control over it right
now? Yep, you guessed it, Frank
Stallone.

Dude, those glasses
are so big, he can see
you through the paper.

FRIDAY ·
April 25
Today is Arbor Day. In other
news, I don't care that it's Arbor
Day.
Are you as obsessed with the
'80s as I am? If so, head to the '80s
party at 7 p.m. in the basement of
Buenger. Anyone who is allergic
to mohawks, denim shirts,
Hypercolor, slap bracelets, and
biker shorts should steer clear of
this event.
There will also be a foam party
at 9 p.m. in the parking lot behind
Husman. I can't picture what this
is like. For some reason, I have a
picture of Nerf in my head. You
know, that kind of foam. What was
that stuff, an way?

For.Rent

April 28

April 26
The Wellness Team continues
STYUKA, which we have al- its Lunch and Learn Series at noon
ready established as standing for in room 330 of the G-Spot. This
Save This Young Ugandan Kanga- week's discussion is entitled "Imroo with Anal warts, takes place to- . proving Your Interpersonal Reladay at noon in front of the Cintas tionships." I have suggestions for
Center. There will be musical per- you to improve relationships with
formances, food, games, and a kiss- other people: stop gerry-curling
ing booth featuring John Houser. your hair, and don't suck.
Geez, this guy is a raging man
pimp.
.
.
Also beginning at noori will be
April 29
an "Indiana Jones" movie viewing
party in the Honors Villa. This event
Dinner and !I movie will take
goes until 8 p.m., which should be place at 8 p.m. on the Buenger lawn.
plenty of time for students to be- There will be free food and drinks,
come full-fledged poindexters.
but I don't know what movie will
SAC is sponsoring a comedy fes- be shown. In the spirit of Newport
tival at 8 p.m. in the 'Tas. Come out on the Levee, I think this area
and listen to the wits of a bunch of should be called Buenger on the
· comedians you have never heard of Lawn.
before.
CCLD would like students to
Res Life is once again sponsor- know about on-campus employing Bingo at 9:30 p.m. in O'Connor. ment opportunities for the summer.
Watch out for crazy old Bingo la- Stop in their office sometime this
dies. These women are the second week if you are interested. Or just
most dangerous people in America, stop by to rap with Weed.
right behind summer softball guys.
Well, my reign as Calendar City
man has come to an end. Best of
luck to John and Dan next year.
It's been fun, but thank God I'm.
April 27
done. I never owned a gun. Okay,
· The jazz ensemble performs at enough with the pointless rhym· 8:15 p.m. in the Long Recital Hall. ing. Seniors, look for the full-page
I know I've given all the various senior week issue in a few weeks.
concert bands around cam us a lot Murphout, for the last time.

TUESDAY

S.UNDAY.

Help Wanted
CTI, a local healthcare service
company, is looking for full-time
a1,1d part-time Research Associates.
Must have Microsoft Office experience and be avaiiable a minimum
North Avondale. Renovated 1
of 20 hours per week. This posi- should genuinely enjoy working
tion is ideal for college students · with babies and toddlers in a loving bdrm. Off-street parking, ale, new
or recent grads. Please contact Christian environment. Serious in- . windows, paid heat and laundry.
Cindy Schulten at 598-9290 or quiries only please call Donna $425 month. 505-5551.
· 3741 Spencer, Newly renovated,
email at cschulten@ctifacts.com. Walker at (513) 791~6507 or Terrie
McCoy at (513) 761-6449. Zion 4 bdrms, CA, Driveway, deck, WD,
Earn $5 in 10 minutes. UCC is a smoke free workplace and no pets. Available 6/1 or can wait
Volunteers· are needed for a study an Equal Opportunity Employer.
untill August! $350 pp+ util. 984on
balance
ability. Learn more about us by visiting our 8576.
No athletes or former athletes.
Web
Site
. at
· Lg 3 BR, DR, LR, den, cable in
For more information call Dr. www.zionchurchnorwood.org
every
room, 1,500+ sf, CIA, DIW,
Davlin at X.3430.
FREE W/D, off street parking, 10
min walk to campus, avail for next
Part-timeNanny
school
year. $850.00/mo. 396. Xavier faculty seeking nanny· for
BRAND NEW EV.ERYTHING!
7287.
2003-2004 school year, Tuesday, 2303 Morton Ave. Norwood. 1 bdrm
Wednesday and Thursday 8-5 pm. $455, 3 bdrm $750, pluss utilities.
House for rent -Available 6/03,
Responsibilities would include: Off street parking, newly renovated. 5 bdrms, 2 bth, hardwood firs. 3909
care of our 2 1/2 year old daughter Call Chris at 891-9588.
Elsm,ere.891-0398.
in our home (Madeira) and
occasionall transport of of. our 6
Perfect house available for stuApartment for rent. 5-8 bdrm
year old from first grade (in across from XU. $250 to $300 per dents! Great three-story house can
Winton Place) to home. We seek a person. Call 616-9000.
accommodate groupings of 2, 4 or
gentle, nurturing caregiver. If
2, 3, or 4 bedroom apartment 6 tenants. Offers front porch, backyou are interested, please call available for next school year, walk yard and driveway. Newly remodKathleen Smythe 561-1420 (eve- to campus, renovated apartments, eled bathroom and bedrooms.
Cleaning services provided at no
nings).
heat paid, ac, Adam 608-0887
extra cost to tenants. Less than 1
Wanted: Part Time Church
Great house just put on the mar- mile from XU's campus. Call 513Nursery Attendant
ket for renters! Nice 4 bedroom, 2 708-5287.
Large two-bedroom apartment
Zion United Church of Christ bathroom, house that will comfortin Norwood seeks part-time nurs- ably hold 4, 5 or 6 tenants. Newly with living room, dining room and
ery attendant Sundays from 9 a.m. painted interior, front porch, back- kitchen. Private entrance, off-street
to noon. Experience with infants yard, driveway and two car garage .. parking, two balconies, laundry.
and toddlers required. References Cleaning services provided at no New kitchen, bath, paint and carrequired and a background check extra cost to tenants. Walking dis- pet. Easy two-block walk to camwill be performed. Infant CPR and tance from XU's campus is 1 mile. pus. 6 month or one-year lease.
Available immediately $600/
basic first aid a plus. Candidates Call 513-675-8714.

l~C11~1•14VI

street parking. Three-minute walk
to Xavier. $285 a month. $285 ·
deposit. Call 961-0719 or 3833798.
6,4,2 Bedroom Apt less than one
month. One-month deposit. 769- mile from campus in Norwood.
Maid service free of charge, new
4898.
1 or 2 bdrm for rent. Available windows/siding, off-street parking,
August l, 2003. $425 a month. Off 'large back yard with garage. Call
street parking, A/C, water paid, 708-5287.
fenced in backyard, free laundry.
Norwood, 3 bdrm, recently reVery spacious. Call Alex at 256- modeled! A/C, laundry and park0253.
ing. 5 minute walk to XU. $700
per month. Call 218-3808.
Walk to campus, 2 & 3 bedroom
Spacious 4 bdrm house next to .
furnished apartments, air conditioned, off-street parking, laundry campus at 1612 Dana Ave.
in basement, on Dana. Starting at Equipped, also has washer and
$200/month/student. Call 703- dryer. 321-0004 or 616-3798.
3242 for info .
Large town house on Eden Park.
1-2 brdm on Hudson. Excellent 2 bdrm, 2 bath. Parking, A/C,
condition. $425 a month. Avail- washer dryer hookup, fire place.
able May 1st. Call Paul at 739-7874. $795 a month plus utilities. Call
281-0825.
House for rent: Walk to campus.
2 bdrm ·apt for rent - screened
516 bdrm, 2 kitchens,'2 baths, cov- balcony, crpt, off st park, 5 min walk
ered porches and W/D. '3964 Re- to XU. $750 man+ wtr incld. 1029
gentAve. $295 per person. Avail- Dana. 891-039.8.
able June l, 2003. 948-8576.
3 bdrm, 2 bath, on Hudson. Very
3-4 BR House, 1.5 miles from
campus, maid-service, off;·street nice. Additional study room. Cenparking with 2-car garage, new win- tral air, and off-street parking. $875
dows and siding - $1050/Month. a month. Available June 1st. Call
Call 513-675-8714.
Paul at 739-7874.
1 Bdrm apartment in Hyde Park,
House for rent on Eden Park.
newly
renovated, $475/month, heat/
Updated efficiency/ 2 bdrm. Parkwater
paid, parking, laundry, A/C
ing, laundry and A/C. $350-$540
and
balcony.
Ctill 807-9832.
a month plus utilities. Call 2810825.
For Rent: Efficiency apartment.
New kitchen, carpet, heat, and water furnished. Parking lot and off-

1945 Cleneay, lbdrm,Available
Now! No lease. Walk to Campus,
XU students in same bldg., W/D,
$375 +electric 984-8576

